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Problems involve finding solutions or making decisions. You face problems every day. What is the best way to save for your children’s college education? Should you avoid people who have hurt your feelings or seek them out and talk to them? Problems are important to think about because the better you understand a problem, the better you can solve it. In fact, a solution is a problem that everybody understands.

Suppose you decide to sell your car. You check the blue book value and the classified ads, and you set the price at $10,000. You place an ad in the local newspaper and wait for buyers to call. After several weeks of showing your car, you receive an offer of $9,000. What should you do?

You seek advice from friends. One tells you that $9,000 is close so you should take the offer. Another says that you should hold out for the $10,000. Still another suggests that you do what you feel is best.

You try to use facts to resolve this problem. The blue book value for your car ranged from $9,000 to $11,000, depending on such factors as mileage, driving history, and maintenance. You settled on $10,000 after assessing all these factors.

For you the $10,000 price represents a good solution to this problem. Your interests are that you want to sell your car and be compensated for its value. Your values are that you want to be treated equitably and fairly. That is, you want to think that you have received approximately equal value for your car.

In 2001 the North Carolina General Assembly passed legislation requiring local boards of education to adopt a dress code for students.
For the buyer the $9,000 offer represents a good solution to this problem. Her interests are to buy a car and not to pay more than the car’s value. Her values are that she wants to be treated equitably and fairly. That is, she wants to receive approximately equal value for a certain price.

The facts tell you that both the selling price and the buyer’s offer are reasonable, but they cannot help you decide whether or not to accept the $9,000 offer. For you to accept the offer, you need to feel that it is fair. The key to solving this problem is to understand not only the facts but also your values.

This article describes the nature of public problems and their link to four public values. It also addresses the choices that people must make among the four public values to resolve public problems.

What Are Public Problems?

Public problems have three important features. First, like the problem just discussed, they involve facts and values. People may know many facts about public problems, but they solve public problems on the basis of their values. When they argue about how best to solve a public problem, they are likely to select the facts that support their values. For example, proponents of gun control are likely to argue that guns in the home result in more accidental shootings. Opponents are likely to argue that guns contribute to relatively few accidental shootings. Both sides cite facts to support their arguments.1

Second, public problems affect people as public citizens rather than as private individuals. Deciding whether to sell your car is a private problem because it affects you as a private individual. Deciding what the speed limit should be on a street or a highway is a public problem because how fast a person drives can affect the safety of other citizens.

Third, public problems occur in public settings, such as communities, rather than in private settings, such as homes. Allowing your dog to roam in your house is a private matter, but allowing your dog to roam in your neighborhood is a public matter.

The following public problem exhibits all these features.

Public Problem 1—Graduated Licensing in North Carolina

The Facts: Motor vehicle crashes are the leading cause of death for American teenagers.2 Sixty-five percent of teenager-passenger deaths occur when another teenager is driving. Nearly half of the fatal crashes involving sixteen-year-old drivers are single-vehicle crashes. Forty-one percent of fatal crashes involving teenagers occur between 9:00 P.M. and 6:00 A.M.

In 1997, North Carolina became only the second state (after Michigan) to require graduated licensing for younger drivers. “Graduated licensing” means that younger drivers cannot drive alone or late at night. As teenagers build up a safe driving record, they are gradually allowed to drive without an adult. In 1999, car accidents involving sixteen-year-olds dropped by 26 percent from 1997, and late-night accidents by 47 percent.3 Since 1997 thirty other states have adopted some form of graduated licensing.

The Values: Some people object to graduated licensing as being unfair. They point out that new older drivers do not have to comply with these restrictions. The rules make it harder for teenagers to schedule school and social activities. They also make it more difficult for teenagers to hold jobs and for employers to hire teenagers for jobs that require driving. Further, the rules create scheduling problems for parents because young drivers are generally prohibited from driving alone after 9:00 P.M.

Other people support driving restrictions for younger drivers. They argue that teenage drivers are less experienced and therefore in greater danger of being hurt or killed in an accident. The new rules do restrict the driving freedom of teenagers, but more young people are alive today because of the rules. The rules make driving safer not only for teenagers but for everyone.

If people could resolve public problems using facts alone, they probably would agree that graduated licensing is good public policy. However, public problems also involve values. For example, treating people as a group rather than as individuals raises questions of fairness. Is it fair to treat all new teenage drivers differently from other drivers?

Public problems involve four principal values: liberty, equality, community, and prosperity.4 These values are present in many documents, including the Declaration of Independence, the Constitutions of the United States and North Carolina, and Martin Luther King, Jr.’s “I Have a Dream” speech. Americans believe strongly in these values, but they often disagree about which value is more important and how to best achieve that value.

Liberty encompasses freedom, choice, and individuality. It means having personal freedom, expressing yourself as an individual, and making your own choices and decisions free from coercion or constraint.

Equality includes equity, fairness, and justice. It means feeling that you are treated fairly, that you have equal rights and opportunities, that your vote counts as much as everyone else’s.

Community encompasses safety, security, and social order. It means feeling connected to and sharing a sense of belonging with people where you live and work. It means feeling safe and secure, and having a decent quality of life.

Prosperity includes efficiency, economy, and productivity. It means being able to support yourself and your family, having resources available to meet your physical needs, and using resources productively and efficiently.

When people argue about public problems, they are really arguing about whether they want more liberty, more equality, more community, or more prosperity. Americans would like to have as much liberty, equality, community, and prosperity as possible. But because having more of one value means having less of another, public problems involve a
Under graduated licensing, younger drivers must be accompanied by an adult during the day and may not drive at night.

Tension between two or more of these values. Consider the following example.

**Public Problem 2—A Federal Express Hub in Greensboro**

**The Facts:** Like other cities in North Carolina, Greensboro wants to maintain a healthy local economy. It has lost businesses in recent years, particularly in the textile industry. Average wages have declined, and local employers are having trouble finding enough educated and qualified workers. These conditions have made it difficult for the city to attract new enterprises. North Carolina was recently outbid by other states trying to recruit businesses, including BMW, which chose South Carolina, and Mercedes-Benz, which chose Alabama. In 2000, Greensboro announced that Federal Express had agreed to build an air cargo hub at Piedmont Triad International Airport. Federal Express chose Piedmont Triad because of the opportunities for economic growth and because of a $142.3 million incentive package offered by Greensboro. Federal Express will invest $300 million in this project. The annual economic impact is projected to be $160 million.

**The Values:** Some people are happy that Federal Express will build a hub at the airport. They point out that the hub represents a large investment in the local economy, expected eventually to create 1,500 jobs. Federal Express offers college tuition benefits to its employees, and its part-time and flexible-shift positions will provide jobs for students at UNC-Greensboro and Winston-Salem State University. Further, other companies will build facilities near the airport to be close to the Federal Express shipping service, which is projected to bring $2.4 billion into the regional economy in the first ten years of operation. The airport is currently handling an average of 72 flights per day, well below its daily capacity of 165 flights. Federal Express is expected to add only 20 flights per day.

Other people take a different view. They point out that the $142.3 million incentive package equals a $100,000 tax break for each employee Federal Express will hire. Further, most of the Federal Express jobs are part-time and pay modest wages—$7 to $10 an hour—that are not likely to have a significant effect on the standard of living in the Greensboro area. Also, the increased plane traffic in and out of the airport, most of which will take place between midnight and 4:00 A.M., will generate more noise for the approximately 10,000 residents who live near the airport. Moreover, truck traffic will increase on the roads leading to and from the airport, resulting in more pollution, higher costs to maintain local roads, and more traffic accidents.

If you were a resident of Greensboro, would you support or oppose building the hub? What if you were a local business owner? What if you were unemployed? What if you lived near the airport?

**When Do Public Choices Arise?**

Public problems present people with choices, which are based not just on facts but also on values. A value represents something that people think is important and worth having. Public problems arise when people pursue different values. Public choices arise when people must decide which value they want more of, and how to avoid giving up one value in order to get more of another. The following example illustrates this dilemma.

**Public Problem 3—Dress Codes in North Carolina Public Schools**

**The Facts:** In the past few years, public schools in several North Carolina counties have adopted student dress codes. One county, for example, prohibits T-shirts and clothing with nonschool logos and lettering. Further, it limits clothing mostly to neutral, solid colors, such as khaki and navy blue. Students are subject to disciplinary action if they violate the dress code.

**The Values:** Supporters of dress codes think that students are too concerned with name-brand clothing. They think that dress codes will decrease the violence and the theft that occur over such clothing and will prevent gang members from wearing gang colors and insignia at school. They argue that too much attention to fashion leads some students to judge other students solely by how they look rather than who they are. Supporters point out that students who cannot afford “cool” clothing often feel inferior to students who are able to buy the latest fashions. These feelings can lead students to feel excluded and less equal, and sometimes they can lead to fights. Supporters believe that dress codes will help parents and students resist peer pressure, emphasize commonalities rather than differences, and help students concentrate more on school work.

One parent said this about her county’s dress code: “Kids make fun of other kids if they don’t wear cool, name-brand clothes, and it can be very hurtful and damaging to their self-esteem. If this puts
an end to all that, then I’m all for it.” A fourth-grade student remarked, “Wearing uniform clothes doesn’t start fights, and no one picks on you, because you’re all wearing the same thing. The clothes aren’t really cool, but they’re OK.”

Opponents of dress codes argue that students are people too and deserve to be treated as individuals. They believe that clothing is an important way for students to express themselves and that dress codes stifle growth as an individual. Opponents point out that requiring students to wear the same type of clothing is unfair because it restricts students’ freedom to be children; also because there is no similar dress code for teachers and other school employees. They argue that dress codes may conflict with religious and cultural beliefs. They argue further that schools are seeking a quick fix for deeper behavioral problems among some students.

A parent sees the issue this way: “This policy is against the rights of the kids and prohibits their ability to be kids. With this code, the school board has taken away their individuality and cloned them.”

Most of the time, deciding what to wear is a private matter. How does deciding what to wear to school become a public problem? Think about the three key features of public problems: they involve values, they affect people as public citizens, and they occur in public settings.

Public problems arise when people disagree about which values are more important in creating the kind of school, community, or nation they want to live in. One purpose of public schools is to teach the values of liberty, equality, community, and prosperity to young Americans.

With the problem of dress codes, people must decide whether their children are better off having more freedom to choose or being more equal. The public question is this: Will adopting a school dress code help create a better school environment for all students?

Public problems also arise when an issue or an event affects people as public citizens. When students make decisions about what clothes to wear to public school, they are acting as public citizens. To resolve the problem of dress codes, people must decide how to balance the rights of students as consumers with their responsibilities as citizens.

Public problems arise too when an issue or an event occurs in a public setting. Public schools are how society invests in its young people so that they will be able both to lead a life and earn a living. With the problem of dress codes, people must decide how to balance the self-interests of students as individuals against the public interest of all students.

What Is the Role of Government?

People agree that government should play a role in solving public problems, but they often disagree about the nature of this role. As the following example illustrates, deciding on the proper role of government is itself a public problem.

Public Problem 4—Paying in to Social Security

The Facts: As late as 1870, more than half of adult American workers were farmers. In the years that followed, the national economy became more urban and industrialized. The result was a nation of fewer farmers and self-employed workers and more employees working for wages. Many workers found themselves dependent on their jobs to provide for their families. Losing their income could mean poverty. The economic depression of the 1930s demonstrated how many American workers depended on factors beyond their control for their economic security.

In 1935 the U.S. Congress passed the Social Security Act, which created a system of federal old-age benefits. This was the country’s first major federal government program to deal directly with the economic security of its citizens. Before then, such matters were handled by the states and private sources. Government action became necessary because neither the states nor private charities had the financial resources to cope with the growing number of retired older Americans.

Social Security has made a substantial contribution to raising people’s income above the poverty level. The federal government estimates that if there was no Social Security, there would be almost four times as many aged poor people as there are today.

Issue 1: Should Americans be required to participate in Social Security, or should it be a voluntary program? Requiring people to participate in Social Security restricts their freedom to choose how to use their money. Under a voluntary system, some workers might be able to provide as well or better for themselves and their families through private investments. On the other hand, some workers who chose not to participate...
might become disabled, reach old age, or die without enough money to support themselves or their families.

Having the freedom to choose whether or not to participate in Social Security would mean that some workers might have a large retirement fund while other workers might have a small fund or none at all. A voluntary program would mean that government would be able to help some but not all workers achieve economic security. For this reason, Congress decided to require most workers to participate in the Social Security program. Sometimes people want to be free more than they want to be equal. Other times they want to be equal more than they want to be free. Issue 2: Should the money you and your employer pay in to Social Security be managed by the government or by you? The economic prosperity of the 1990s led Congress to ask whether government should manage the Social Security Trust Fund or whether workers should be allowed to choose how to invest their money. For this reason, Congress does not yet allow workers to invest their money in a private fund, although it seems likely that Congress will offer workers some private investment choices in the near future. Sometimes people want to be secure more than they want to be prosperous. Other times they want to be prosperous more than they want to be secure.

When people want to be free more than they want to be equal, or to be prosperous more than they want to be secure, they often want government to do less. When people want to be equal more than they want to be free, or to be secure more than they want to be prosperous, they often want government to do more. Because public problems require people to choose among competing values, the very values that people choose often determine the role government plays in solving public problems (see Figure 1).

How can government help solve public problems when the public wants such different things at different times? Government can help by carrying out three basic roles: education, participation, and representation. For government to be “of the people,” it must help citizens recognize the values present in a public problem by educating them about problems and choices beyond their immediate self-interests. For government to be “by the people,” it must help citizens understand the choices between these values by promoting opportunities for citizens to participate in public problem-solving and decision making. For government to be “for the people,” it must help citizens decide how best to balance these competing values by representing all public values in framing public problems. Businesses and nonprofit organizations often are in conflict with each other because they favor different values. Government is the only institution charged with representing all four public values.

How Do People Solve Public Problems?

Public problems are really questions. People can find better solutions to public problems if they learn how to “listen” to the questions these problems represent. For example, the public problems described in this article raise these questions:

- Should younger new drivers be prohibited from driving alone or late at night if it means that fewer teenagers will be injured or killed in car accidents?
- Should residents of Greensboro who live near the airport be willing to accept more noise, traffic, and pollution in exchange for more jobs and a stronger local economy?
- Should students be required to give up wearing name-brand clothes to school if doing so would help other students feel more equal?
- Should workers be permitted to assume greater risk by investing some portion of their Social Security taxes in private investment funds in exchange for greater potential earnings?

Like a photographer who uses the lens of a camera to “see” a landscape, people use the lens of their values to see public problems. Because different values give people different views of a problem, people also tend to see different solutions. Before they can decide how to solve a public problem, they first must be able to see it in terms of liberty, equality, community, and prosperity.

To solve public problems, people must decide on solutions that achieve the best balance among the values
involved. To do this, they must keep in mind these five basic rules or principles:

1. There are no “single-value” public problems. They always involve a tension between at least two public values.

2. No one value is always better than the others. Every time people solve a public problem, their decision favors some values over others but not the same values every time.

3. Solutions that satisfy only one value are unjust. Since every public problem involves at least two values, people cannot solve a public problem by using only one value.

4. People are more likely to find a “good” solution to a public problem if they understand that decisions are less about how to do a good thing rather than a bad thing, and more about how to do a good thing without jeopardizing another good thing.

5. Trading more of one value for less of another (say, more prosperity for less liberty, equality, community, and prospects) will result in a different solution than trading less of the one for more of the other, but neither solution is necessarily better.

Conclusion

Liberty, equality, community, and prosperity: these are the values of public problems and public choices. They serve as goals or ideals for the nation. They are the glue that bonds Americans as a people in ways that different languages, cultures, and religions cannot.

Like the nation itself, these goals are works in progress. Each generation faces a new set of public problems, yet the problems involve the same set of values. Each generation must decide how to solve public problems in order to achieve enough liberty, equality, community, and prosperity for everyone.
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